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The uber app script features that every taxi booking app needs to have
The Uber clone is a website that has been cloned from the Uber concept. It has unique features like ride sharing
whereby riders can share a taxi together
One of the best businesses to invest in today is the on demand taxi business which operates on Uber technology.
After the phenomenal success of Uber, many clones are out in the market, each better than the other as the
developers try to oﬀer the best features to entice more clientele. Before we look in to what features are ideal to
have in a taxi booking app, let us have a quick glance into the uber app clone script overview.
THE UBER APP CLONE SCRIPT OVERVIEW – KNOW THE INTRICATE WORKINGS OF THIS APP
So what exactly is the on demand taxi business? This is a business whereby summoning a taxi is done using smart
technology whereby customers get to enjoy a high quality riding experience. This riding experience is very easy
on the pocket, shows the route taken to reach the destination, ride in a vehicle of your choice, and track the driver
as he makes his way to the pickup point. The taxi booking is also done in the comfort of your home or wherever
you are without being by unfavourable environment conditions and harsh weather.
Payment is automatically done without any money exchanging hands. The other good feature about this app is
that both the driver and the rider can rate and review each other and the driving experience as a whole.
Taxi booking scripts are becoming more and more popular by the day for riders, drivers and entrepreneurs. Below
are some of the reasons for this:
1. OFFERS THE BEST RIDING EXPERIENCE
The taxi ride is deﬁnitely an economic one. However on the oﬀ chance you share the taxi with others going in a
similar direction, you stand to pay even less as the fare gets divided amongst the all the riders. The riders can all
meet up at a pre-decided spot and summon the taxi and enjoy a comfortable, cheap and a social ride.
2. A SITE OFFERING THE BEST DEALS
The Uber clone is a website that has been cloned from the Uber concept. It has unique features like ride sharing
whereby riders can share a taxi together. The riders can check each other out and see if they are compatible to
ride together and if they will enjoy each other’s company during the ride. Many a relationship, business deals and
friendships have happened during ride sharing.
3. AN EASY AND QUICK WAY TO MAKE MONEY
The uber clones are fully automated, even the payment is done automatically leaving the site administrator to
pursue other interests and businesses. All he needs to do is monitor the income.
The wages are also automised whereby after deducting a speciﬁc commission for the owner, the rest is paid to the
driver’s account.
THE UBER APP SCRIPT FEATURES THAT HAVE MADE TAXI BOOKING APPS POPULAR
1. TRACKING – Uber technology works on location tracking. That is why you tend to get a taxi easily as it searches
for the taxis in your area. The rider also gets to track the driver or rather the taxi as it makes its way to the pickup
point.
2. TRAFFIC DATA AND BUILT IN MAPS – Drivers rely on this feature when driving their passengers. Thanks to
Google Maps , driving for them is a much more easy experience such that they choose the best possible route
which has the least traﬃc.
3. PRE-ESTIMATES AND FARE CALCULATION – There are no meters in on demand taxis. They use the following
methods for fare calculation:

Base fare – where there is a ﬂat rate for the ride
Rate per minute
Rate per mile – This is calculated by the GPS depending on the route and the distance and the rider will get an
estimate before booking the ride.
Booking fee – where a ﬂat fee will cover “operational costs” like the driver’s background checks.
4. PAYMENT INTEGRATION SYSTEM – An on demand ride is seen as a “free” ride because you don’t physically
exchange any money. Payment is usually done via the payment card.
5. RATINGS AND REVIEWS – The rating and review system ensures that both the drivers and passengers
maintain professionalism at all times – more for their own safety and credibility.
The above are some of the main features that every taxi booking app should have. However you can select
alternate Uber App Script Features to make your app unique, providing a riding experience like no other.
Therefore, if you are looking for an idea to make some quick and easy money without much labour and investment
than this is deﬁnitely the perfect venture for you.
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